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Abstract- In Cs frequency standards a zone of highly uniform 
magnetic flus density, lower in value of 0.1 T, is required The 
magnetic homogeneity value is tied to the overall accuracy of 
the standard and, for an accuracy of a design value 1 
p.p.m. is required. For this purpose a resistive solenoid 700 
mm long with a bore radius of 32.5 mm has been designed and 
built. This paper reports the design process, the measurements 
on the manufactured magnet and the shimming strategy used 
to reach the homogeneity target. 
I. INTRODUC~ON 
The magnetic flux density value required in an high field 
Cs beam resonator is of 82 mT. For an accuracy of a 
field homogeneity of the oredr of 1 p.p.m. is needed over the 
whole interaction region which is a cylindrical volume 400 
mm long and of 8 mm in diameter [l]. This goal is clearly 
very difficult to reach because of the mechanical constraints 
it imposes on the manufacturing of the magnet. In a dipole 
magnet, in fact, this value of homogeneity could be reached 
with a gap width a m a t e  at lo4* considering the gap width 
of the dipole this would lead to a value of mechanical 
tolerance on the width of 30 nm. 
Therefore this constraint does not allow to use a 
ferromagnetic dipole magnet for this purpose, even if it 
would have very attractive characteristics as, for instance, 
the possibility to build it with permanent magnets, cutting 
the power consumption and the self shielding of the 
structure by external fields. 
On the contrary, high homogeneity values seem to be more 
easily obtainable if a solenoidal magnet is used. This can be 
explained by two main arguments: multilayer windings can 
have a statistical compensation of different winding layers 
and homogeneity depends in this case by the area of the 
cross section of the solenoid. Even if the last argument is in 
favour of the solenoidal solution, it poses a limit on the 
mechanical tolerance of the bobbin on which the coil is 
wound. 
Another reason that makes the solenoidal solution more 
convenient is related to the fact that the longitudinal field 
matches well with the microwave cavity, in which beam 
holes can be opened without excessively distrubing the rf 
field distribution. 
On the contrary, the solenoidal solution requires the 
shielding of the magnet from possible external disturbances. 
This fact compells to build a ferromagnetic shield around the 
solenoid that has the twofold purpose of flux return and 
shield. 
In the following the design strategy used will be presented 
and the results of the measurements performed on the 
manufactured magnet will be discussed. Finally the 
shimming procedure used to reach the design homogeneity 
value will be presented. 
11. DESIGN OF THE! SOJZNODAL MAGNET 
The proper design of the solenoidal magnet system 
requires the evaluation and the assessment of several 
quantities that are related to the magnetic field behaviour. In 
addition, the presence of the ferromagnetic yoke makes the 
analysis of the structure impossible to perform without a 
magnetic analysis tool. Fortunately the structure has a 
rotational symmetry and then can be simulated in a meridian 
cross section avoiding a three dimensional analysis of the 
whole device. A commercial finite element two dimensional 
code, VF/OPERA2d, was extensively used for the design of 
the magnet structure. 
The overall structure of the solenoidal magnet is shown, 
out of scale, in its half-meridian cross section in Fig. 1. 
All the design procedure was based on the homogeneity 
target of 1 p.p.m. in a cylindrical volume 400 mm long and 
8 mm in diameter. 
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Fig. 1 Half-meridian cross Section of the magnet (out of de). 
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The first Quantitits to be defined were the internal bole 
diameta ofthe solenoid and its length 
It wasdeci&dtohavcthesoknoidwound directlyon the 
coppexpipe dasvacuumcbamber. Theextemal diameter 
ofthis pipe was se( to 70 mm both to conform to standard 
vacuum equipment (NW63), and to "promise between 
power a"ption of the magnet, proportional to its 
internal bore& and useful inner spacc for the microwave 
cavity. 
Tbc length should not be too short becaufe of the 
homogeneityvalue dthe field, but its value is limited by the 
cxtcrnd cIlcumbfaoLx ofthe InagneL Accordingly to the 
e x t e m d ~  - ondimensionsandtimeoffigthofthe 
Cs atoms, a ccwnpromiscvalue of700 mm was deci&d. 
Around the oolenoid a fmmgnetic tube is put to sene 
both as flux nturn and as magnetic shield, An higb 
permeability material was requhed to limit the weigth ofthe 
st", so a mumetal material was chosen. The 
dimensions of the yoke required a magnetic anghrsis to 
compute the value of thickness and diameler of thc tube and 
to evaluate the &ect ofthe closing plates. 
The analpis bad to take into account the nonlinear 
C- 'c ofthe materia, in Eact, while the mumdal has 
very high rdativt permeabilities values at dathely low 
magnctkflwdeasityvalucs, its saturation level is ofabout 
0.7 T, the noalinear charadenstlc - .  ofthematerialusedis 
shown in Fig. 2. 
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The aim of the analvrefi performed was to optimize the 
d&iency dtbt matexi& that is to havc a working point 
near the maximum permeability value. "he design variables 
usediathiSarsCWerethediametnofthe~oke,itsthidartss 
andthethidmss ofthe closing plates. Tbe be!a edlkiency 
Wobtainedfh tubt of240 "diamettt and 2 UUU tu 
whik the tnd platcs bad a thickness of 12 mm. In this 
um.6gUration the working point of the material is &out 0.4 
Twithavalucofrclativcptrmeabilitydabout3x1d. 
Anotbercffedchedcedby Gal-om, was the gap in the 
clo6ingpla~atthC~ngofthevacumpipe.Thisgap, 
??? mm thick, causes an iacrcast in the reluctance ofthe 
overall magnetic circuit and can locally alter the d i f 4 l i m  
of the magnetic flux lines. The computations p e r f o d  
allowed to quantify the tflrcct of the gap and thtsc were 
aaxptable in the design. A Zooming ofthe meridian cross 
section ofthe magnet in the zone ofthe end platcs is shown 
in Fig. 3. 
F i g  3 Grey rcllemapdthe .b.dutc vl l lucdmaptic  fluxdapity in the ad 
pl.La. 
The magnetic analysis codewas also used to quantify the 
effect of a defkct on the copper pipe on which the solenoid is 
wound. The most probgblt defect consists ofa bulge in the 
wdernal SurEace of the pipe that can locally increast the 
inner diameter oftbt solenoid leading to a lower value of 
field on axis. This situation hasbeen simulatedby means of 
a triangular Mkct a&endiag for 100 mm witb a m " u m  
dcph of 10 pm. The relative variation got from this 
configuration is shown in Fig. 4. It is then clear from the 
magnitude of the relative variation oftbe field on axis that 
thisisoaeofthemostdangerouscausesoferror~the 
theoretiCalmodelandthemanutacturcdmagnet. 
The magnet has been wound around a cylindrical 
caliirated copper pipe 700 mm long and with an extend 
diameter of70 mm. At the extremities ofthe cylinder two 
I S 0  standard stainless steel NW63 conflat flanges are 
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b r a i d  in order to connect them with the vacuum system 
which must ensure a large free path for the atomic flux 
travelling along the magnet axis. 
The external surface of the pipe was machined at a 
mecbanical tolerance of 10 micrometer; this value was 
chosen taking into account that the static flexion in the 
middle is of the same order of magnitude. 
The mumetal ferromagnetic pieces were obtained by 
extrusion and simple mechanical workmanship. AAer that, a 
thermal treatment in a vacuum chamber at 900°C allowed to 
reach a typical magnetic permeability in the order of loJ. 
For the winding a 3x1 mm rectangular cross Section 
copper wire was used, The wire was elez3rically insulated by 
a thin enamel layer with a thermal conductivity of about 0.1 
W/mK. The wire was wound by a mechanical lathe rotating 
at 10 rpm and it was stretch out by a vice between two jaws 
made in &&elite. 
The magnet is then constituted by 24 superimposed layer 
of 220 coils. 
During the winding a thermally conductive silicon paste 
was smeared to fill the air gapsbetween the layers and then 
to help the radial heat flux. 
The latter was a si&cant problem because the Joule 
effect generates 0.8 KW and the surface heat flux density is 
0.2 wlcmt. 
In account of this fact, a water cooled jacket extracts the 
diipated heat by means of two double copper pipes, with an 
inner diameter of 3 mm, which are wound around the 
external surface of the magnet and fixed with two copper 
cylindrical shells. 
A 3 liter per minute flux of room temperature water is 
adequate to ensure a temperature of 46 C along the axis with 
a difference of 0.1T between the center and the extremities 
of the winding. 
At this moment an open cooling circuit is used, but a servo 
digital control of the pumping speed to achieve a thermal 
stability of the bobbin better than 0.1 C during the field 
measurement is foreseen. 
The magnetic field uniformity of IO4 requires also an 
equivalent current stability of 10-6. k u s e  the relatively 
high power aecessary to create the 82 mT of the magnetic 
flux density and for the better line ripple control, a switching 
power supply with a frequency modulation of 100 KHz was 
designed. 
The transfer function of the inductancx and the shielding 
factor ofthe copper pipe reduce at -200 dB, at least, the 100 
KHz frequency inside the vacuum chamber. The 300 Hz line 
ripple, coming from a six-phase rectifier bridge, is reduced 
by the switching servo control under the 80 mV level. 
This power supply has a 10-6 stability over an integration 
time of Is. To reduce the current drift a series regulator, 
working like a variable mistor, controls the power supply by 
a man@ resistor which converts the exciting current in a 
voltage signal. The latter is then amplified and compared 
with a LTZlOOO voltage reference. 
Grounds problems and switching interference with the 
control loop limit at few 104 the current stability. The work 
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in progress is an EM. compatibility approach to dux the 
noise investigating also in the ripple problems caused by a 
triangle connection in the three-phase transformer. 
In the same time a linear power supply with a classical 
scheme is also realized. 
Once the magnet has been manufactured a magnetic 
induction measurement session was started. The 
measufements were performed by means of a commercial 
NMR equipment, with a transfer function of 43 MHz/r and 
a resolution of 1 Hz. In this way a resolution of 3x1W7 was 
realized@ an operating magnetic flux density value of 82 
mT which gives raise to an NMR fkquency of 3.5 MHz 
One unresolved problem in this measures was the long 
term stability of the power supply that did not allowed to 
reach the 1 p.p.m. required because of current instabilities. 
The last fact anyway was not a problem because the field 
homogeneity was by Eat worse, in the order of lo4 rms. 
The measured values of homogeneity are thou@ to be 
mainly caused by variations in the outer diameter of the 
copper pipe because the obtained values matches quite well 
In Fig. 5 the "I pattern of the homogeneity of field 
with the ones theoretically predicted. 
along the axis of the magnet is shown. 
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v. SHIMMINO "Y 
Because the measured value of the field homogeneity was 
two order of magnitude greater than the target value of 1 
p.p.m. MS a shimming strategy was developed. This 
shimming can be performed in two ways: active shimming 
by means of current turns placed on the outer surface ofthe 
main winding, passive shimming by means of fmxnagnetic 
rings placed inside the vacuum chamber.' 
Both techniques should give good results but have different 
characteristics. Current shims have a wider action length but 
can be easily set and moved, on the contrary, iron shims can 
give finer corrections but, since they are put inside the 
vacuum chamber, their placing and movement can be 
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cumbersome. For this reawn the active shimming has been 
chosen in this first phase, even if it is possible in the hture 
that a combined strategy, using both kinds of shimming, will 
b e d  
The active shimming strategy can use two degrees of 
fkeedom for each turn, that are the position on the Outside 
A vuy simple mathematical model for a single circular 
coil shows that the intensity of the magnetic field on the axis 
halvesat adistancc qual to the radius. This large &kct ofa 
single coil around its proximities makes hard the CorrediOn 
with hi@ Bccuracy when high local variations occut. 
Anotber problem is the positio*of the coils in fact, an 
error of 1 mm in position causes a 10-5 error on the 
correcting field. 
Thc positions and the current values for a given set of 
comxting coils have to be detenruned * by a proper 
optimization technique. Fortunately, the system showed to 
be linear with the current values used for the c o d o n .  
This tad allowed to optimize the field by means of a lcast 
square approach. Considering the position of the turns 
assign4 for insbnce equispaced along the area of interest 
or placed in COrreSpOndeoct of the greater variations ofthe 
field pattern, their c o n t r i i  to the field is linear with the 
ament value. This property can be used to set up a least 
squares problem that tries to minimize the error between the 
field obtained by the sum of the main field and of the shims 
and the uniform desked value. 
This approach gives very good results in terms of the 
resulting homogeneity but, unfortunately, the resulting 
alfrentvalw are very high. 
The solution can be improved by solving a constrained 
least squares problem that minimize, besides the error on the 
field, also the energy associated to the shimming coils. 
This approach turned out to be SUCCeSSfUl and was then 
used to compute the coil aments. 
several Shimmings with Merent number of turns were 
computed and realized. With seven independent power 
supplies a 50 p.p.m. homogeneity, with current values less 
than 10Awasobtakd Toimprovethisresult 18coilswere 
used, but at the same time, the number of current supplies 
was reduced, trying to obtain them as a linear combination 
of some base values. This process leads to a deterioration of 
the homogeneity since the current values are not the 
t heodd  evaluated ones. Anyway this worsening turned 
out tobc roughly in the order of 10 %with a sigdicantly 
nduction in complexity of the power supply. 
The best rcsult achieve& at this m o m  is an 
homogeneity value of 15 p.p.m. rms obtained using 7 
aments supplies and 18 shim coils. The main limitation to 
the improvement ofthis value seems to be the stability of the 
exciting current of the magnet because the starting problem 
about the positioning of the coils has been circumvented 
getting the position from the field " e m e n t i s  on the 
axis. FWUES" ,  theorid calculations show that an 
homogeneity value better than 10 p.p.m. can be get with 25 
imlependentcoils. 
surfact ofthe winding and the exciting cumnt values. 
The best results obtained in terms of homogeneity of 
magnetic 5ux density are shown in Fig. 6, while in Fig. 7 
tha values of current as W o n  of the turn position are 
depicted. 
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The design process and the manllmming of all high 
homogeneity solenoid has been presented. Thc design tods 
used haw given reliable predictions on sled values and 
pattern. The limited budget in manutkming udortunately 
did not allow to rtach the design target on homogeneity, 
anyway the work is going on to perform a correction system 
that should meet the design requirements. -
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